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By Rick McNary

The farmers and ranchers of Kansas are hard working people who often begin
before the sun rises until after the sun sets. They have great stories to tell, but no
time to tell them.
The purpose of the Kansas Living Magazine is to tell those stories that are both
informative and inspirational.
Rick McNary is one such writer who brings a unique perspective because, as a
non-agricultural person, he tells the story as an admirer on the outside looking
in. As he often tells our farmers and ranchers, “You think your life is normal,
maybe even ordinary. But for those of us on the outside looking in, we think you
are extraordinary, even heroic.”
If you’d like to read more of Rick’s writing for Kansas Living and Kansas Farm
Bureau, visit www.kansaslivingmagazine.com or find us on Facebook.
Meagan Cramer
Director of Communications & Marketing
Kansas Farm Bureau

About Rick McNary
Rick McNary became intensely aware of hunger on a
mission trip to Nicaragua when a starving girl asked
him to feed her. He dedicated himself to fighting
world hunger and recruiting volunteers to help. He is
also a fan of farmers and understands that to combat
world hunger we must all work together. Rick is the
author of the novel, Voices on the Prairie: a book of
humor, The Cows of Hobson’s Pond; and his journey
of fighting world hunger, Hunger Bites: Bite-Size
Stories of Inspiration. He lives in Potwin, Kansas
with his wife, Christine.
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HOW CRAFT BEER
IS MADE

If you’re like me, there’s nothing better than popping open my favorite beer after
a day of hard work. According to the Brewers Association (yes, there is one!)
beer sales were flat overall in the United States in 2016, but craft brews grew at a
rate of more than 6 percent. So, what is a craft beer?
Our friends at the Brewers Association define them as:
• Small: Annual production of six million barrels of beer or less.
• Independent: Less than 25 percent of the craft brewery is owned or
controlled (or equivalent economic interest) by an alcohol industry
member that is not itself a craft brewer.
• Traditional: A brewer that has a majority of its total beverage alcohol
volume in beers whose flavor derives from traditional or innovative
brewing ingredients and their fermentation.
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The cool thing about craft beer is many folks get their start experimenting at
home. If you’ve ever wondered how it works, I’ve got the details for you here.

Steps to Making Craft Beer

Beer is made from four basic ingredients: Barley (or other grains), water, hops
and yeast. The basic idea is to extract the sugars from grains so the yeast can
convert it to alcohol and CO2, creating beer.
Brewing is a combination of science and art. A brewmaster uses the basic
scientific process and expresses creativity by varying the combinations of grains,
hops and yeast that results in a multitude of styles.

MALTING

The first step begins with a cereal grain. Although barley is the most
popular, wheat, rye and other grains are also used. Once the grains are
harvested, the seeds are run through a malting process. The purpose is
to start the seed germinating as if it were going to grow. Germination
activates starch enzymes necessary to create fermentable sugars
when the yeast is added later in the process.
However, the germination must be stopped at the right time. Grain harvested
out of the field usually has 10-12 percent moisture content and steeping (soaking
in water) elevates it to approximately 45 percent, causing it to germinate. Left
alone, it would sprout roots and grow. Once the germination is stopped, the
grains are dried through kilning back to three to five percent moisture content.
The last stage is roasting the grains. Maltsters – experts in creating various
malted grains – determine the kind of roasting.

MASH AND LAUTER

Once the grains are malted, the next step is to steep them again in hot
water. This process, known as mashing, activates the starch enzymes
in the grain, which cause it to break down and release sugar. The water
is then drained and leaves a sweet, syrupy liquid known as wort. However,
there are still parts of the grains left and the next step is to lauter, or separate,
the wort from the used grains.
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BOILING AND ADDING HOPS

Once wort has been created and the lautering is complete, hops and other
spices are added. Hops are small pinecone-looking fruit that grows on vines
and provides bitterness to balance out the sugar in the wort. Hops contain the
acid isohumulone, which is measured in parts per million. The levels of this,
and other acids in hops, are referred to as bitterness units. Chemists have
created the International Bitterness Unit (IBU), which is measured on a scale of
1-to-100. Generally speaking, the higher the number, the more bitter the taste.
Connoisseurs then speak of beer in terms as less, or more, hoppy.
Hops also have a natural preservative quality. For example, the India Pale Ale
(IPA) variety – one of the most popular craft beers – originated during England’s
occupation of India. Brewers in England put extra hops into the beer to preserve
it on the long ocean voyage.
According to the USDA, there are more than 150 varieties of hops. The acreage
of hops grown in the U.S. has increased 95.8 percent since 2012 from total
acreage of 29,683 to 58,148 in 2017.
The 2016 value of production of the United States hop crop was $498 million, up
44 percent from the record 2015 value of $345 million. Most hops grown in the
U.S. are in the northwest states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho. The most
popular types of hops are Cascade, Simcoe, Zeus, Centennial, Citra, Willamette
and Mosaic. Like grape varieties that determine the taste of wine, the type of hop
and the region it’s grown influence the taste of beer.

FERMENTATION: ALES AND LAGERS

While wines are divided into two groups – red and white – beer is divided
into two groups as well - ales and lagers. The type of yeast used and the
fermentation process determines these two groups.
After the hops are added and the boiling is finished, the liquid goes to a
fermenting vessel and yeast is added. Although there are more than 1,500
varieties of yeast, there are two different types of yeast used for craft beer:
top cropping and bottom cropping.
Yeast is a living, single-cell microorganism that is classified as fungi. Once
the yeast is added, it begins to break down the sugars and create both
alcohol and carbonization (CO2).
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Ales are fermented at a warmer temperature around 64 degrees and can be
ready to drink within three weeks. In traditional brewing, the yeast used in ales
causes a foam at the top of the tank from which it derives it’s name, top cropping
(fermenting).
Lager is the German word, “to store.” Lagers are fermented at a cooler
temperature around 50 degrees and then stored (lagered) for several weeks or
months at temperatures near freezing. The type of yeast used in this process
settles at the bottom of the tank and is called bottom cropping (fermenting).

BOTTLING

Once the brewmaster determines the beer has fermented, the next step is to fill
bottles, aluminum cans, kegs or casks.

WHAT DO THOSE LETTERS AND
NUMBERS MEAN?

Typically, there are two or three letter combinations in the beer list and on the
label:
• ABV or ABW: Alcohol by volume or alcohol by weight. This is the amount of
alcohol in a container of beer.
• IBU: International Bitterness Unit measures the levels of hop bitterness.
• SRM: Standard Reference Method is the color of the beer in a clear glass on a
scale of one to 40 with one being the lightest.
In addition to flavor descriptions and what each measurement unit means, craft
beer is also described by appearance, flavor, aroma, mouth feel and after taste.
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KANSAS BREWERIES

AROUND THE STATE
BLIND TIGER BREWERY &
RESTAURANT
417 SW 37th St
Topeka, KS 66611-2354
Phone: (785) 267-2739
www.blindtiger.com

GELLA’S DINER & LIQUID
BREAD BREWING CO
117 E 11th St
Hays, KS 67601-3603
Phone: (785) 621-2739
www.lbbrewing.com

BLUE SKYE BREWERY
116 N Santa Fe Ave
Salina, KS 67401-2614
Phone: (785) 452-1234
blueskyebrewery.com

HANK IS WISER BREWERY
213 N Main St PO Box 400
Cheney, KS 67025-9730
Phone: (316) 542-0113
www.hankiswiserbrewery.com

DODGE CITY BREWING
701 3rd Ave
Dodge City, KS 67801-4336
Phone: (620) 371-3999
www.dodgecitybrewing.com

RADIUS BREWING COMPANY
610 Merchant St
Emporia, KS 66801-2859
Phone: (620) 208-4677
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WALNUT RIVER BREWING CO
111 West Locust
El Dorado, KS 67042
Phone: (316) 351-8086
www.walnutriverbrewing.com

KANSAS CITY
BREW LAB
7925 Marty St
Overland Park, KS 66204
Phone: (913) 400-2343
www.brewlabkc.com

GRANITE CITY FOOD &
BREWERY (#12)
1701 Village West Pkwy
Kansas City, KS 66111-1879
Phone: (913) 334-2255
www.gcfb.net

GRANITE CITY FOOD & BREWERY
(#13)
15085 W 119th St
Olathe, KS 66062-9628
Phone: (913) 829-6060
www.gcfb.net

Greater than 25% ownership by Granite City
Food (Corp), which is a craft brewer.

Greater than 25% ownership by Granite

City Food (Corp), which is a craft brewer.

LAWRENCE

23RD STREET BREWERY
3512 Clinton Pkwy
Lawrence, KS 66047-2145
Phone: (785) 856-2337
www.brew23.com

LAWRENCE BEER COMPANY
826 Pennsylvania St
Lawrence, KS 66044
Phone: (785) 856-0453
www.lawrencebeerco.com

FREE STATE BREWING CO
636 Massachusetts St
Lawrence, KS 66044-2236
Phone: (785) 843-4555
www.freestatebrewing.com

Greater than 25% ownership by Free

State Brewing Co - Production, which
is a craft brewer.
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MANHATTAN

LITTLE APPLE BREWING CO
1110 Westloop plaza
Manhattan, KS 66502-2838
Phone: (785) 539-5500
www.littleapplebrewery.com

TALLGRASS TAPHOUSE CO
320 Poyntz Ave
Manhattan, KS 66502-6038
Phone: (785) 320-2933
www.tallgrasstaphouse.com

Greater than 25% ownership by Tallgrass
Brewing Co, which is a craft brewer.

WICHITA

AUGUSTINO BREWING
756 N Tyler Rd
Wichita, KS 67212-3617
Phone: (316) 721-5554
www.augstinobrew.com

WICHITA BREWING CO & PIZZERIA
535 N Woodlawn St
Wichita, KS 67208-3668
Phone: (316) 440-4885
www.wichitabrew.com

RIVER CITY BREWING CO
150 N Mosley St
Wichita, KS 67202-2804
Phone: (316) 263-2739
rivercitybrewingco.com

Wichita Brewing Co & Pizzeria,

Greater than 25% ownership by
which is a craft brewer.

WICHITA BREWING CO & PIZZERIA
8815 W 13th St N Ste 100
Wichita, KS 67212-4072
Phone: (316) 210-1641
www.wichitabrew.com
Greater than 25% ownership by
Wichita Brewing Co & Pizzeria,
which is a craft brewer.
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YOUR GUIDE TO
KANSAS BREWERIES
Tour the craft beer brewpubs Kansas
has to offer

Do you need a new adventure for your bucket list? May we suggest a tour of craft
beer brewpubs in Kansas? Lucky for you, Kansas is home to several breweries
for you to experience. Learn about pairing food with beer, how to speak the
language and where we suggest you visit.

Pairing beer with food

Like wine, craft beer is paired with foods to enrich the dining experience. Most
menus suggest pairings so your first choice is to decide how to approach it:
• Choose your beer then order the food.
• Choose the food then order the beer.
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The general rule of thumb is lighter foods are paired with lighter beers while
more robust foods are paired with more flavorful beer.
For example, the Tallgrass Brewing Co in Manhattan suggests you pair its
Buffalo Sweat with, “roast beef and caramelized onions; a rich, roasted chicken
mole; or sweet, molasses-based barbecue. For dessert, make a Buffalo Sweat
ice cream float.”
Wichita Brewing Co and Pizzeria just released Wushock—named after the
mascot of Wichita State University—as “the official beer of the Shockers.”
“Wushock is an American ale and was created to be light and approachable,”
says brewmaster Ned Vahsholtz. “It’s a soft and smooth wheat beer designed for
people to enjoy while watching sports and eating lighter foods.”
To learn more about pairing, take the online Craft Beer and Food Course.

Get Acquainted

The servers and brewmasters at any brewpub are delighted when you ask
questions. Each beer they serve comes with a story about its name, origin,
process and flavor. To them, you’re not just another customer ordering food and
beer; rather, you’re a student waiting to learn the nuances of craft beer, and they
love to teach.
If you’re overwhelmed by the possibilities offered, as for a “flight,” which is a
sampling of several beers in smaller glasses. A flight of beer is often served on
a wooden paddle so you can sample each one. The paddle is usually arranged
from the darkest color of beer to the lightest.
When I listen to a brewmaster describe a craft beer or read the menu handed
to me in a brewpub, I’m reminded of an artist in a gallery. No artist wants you to
look at his or her painting and say, “Oh, that’s pretty.” Neither do brewmasters
want you to drink his or her beer and say, “Oh, that tastes good.” They want you
to enjoy a sensory experience rather than a casual observation. Drinking craft
beer and pairing it with food is a culinary treat rather than a belly-up-to-the-barand-chug-a-lug guzzle-fest.
As you taste beer, do it slowly and search for words to describe the taste. Just
like there are basics of a car such as engine, drive train, chassis and shell, yet a
million varieties of cars, the same is true of craft beers. Brewmasters use a basic
10

scientific process as a canvas to create works of art. If you want to understand
more about this process, read How Craft Beer is Made.
Although the basic process is the same, the variations to flavor are made by
adding other items—such as coffee—in that process. As you taste each variety,
take your time, swizzle it, then find a word to describe it.

Learning the language

Here are some words to help build your craft beer vocabulary. This is just a
partial list but words you will frequently hear include:
• Adjectives – adventurous, bright, complex, richly hopped,
fragrant, zesty, mellow
• Nouns – aftertaste, bouquet, flavor profile, harmony, lager, ale,
character, mouth feel
• Flavors and aromas – almond, earth tones, orange peel, roasted banana, 		
roasted coffee, fruity, herbal
• Colors – amber, blond, coffee, sepia, mahogany, tan, tawny
• Types – India Pale Ale (IPA), double bock, oatmeal stout, stout, wheat
Pilsner beers, for example, are described as clean and crisp while the India Pale
Ale (IPA) is hoppy and bitter. Scottish ales are malty and sweet while stouts are
dark and roasty. A Belgian lambic might be described as sour, tart and funky
while the Belgian witbier is fruity and spicy.
Don’t be surprised if the craft beer you order is served in a freshly rinsed glass
rather than a frosty mug. Although the beer will be chilled, the glass will not
which means the flavor of the beer will be more enjoyable.

Exploring Kansas Breweries

According the Brewers Association, there are 42 Kansas breweries either in
production or in planning stages.
Each brewpub is a unique cultural experience. Whether it’s the iconic
figure of John Brown holding pints in outstretched arms for Wichita Brewing
Co and Pizzeria or a line drawing of hops with a cowboy hat of Dodge City
Brewing, one quickly senses the local connection. In a culture with
increasing desire for locally produced goods, as well as a gathering
place for social interaction, brewpubs fill this niche.
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Furthermore, strike up a conversation with another patron about their favorite
beer. Like anything that mixes science and art, there are as many opinions as
there are beers. For example, some folks think porter and stout (both made from
dark roasted malt) are the same while others will argue they’re quite different.
Don’t be surprised if you’re asked to choose sides. Craft beer lovers have strong
opinions.
Craft beer brewpubs serve as networking platforms, curators of local culture and
liquid art galleries. They are exceptionally friendly because each patron shares
the love of craft beers.
They are a place where everybody wants to know your name.
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GROWING POPCORN

Kansas family brings Papa Baldy’s Poppin’
Snacks to the market

Imagine growing 10,000 pounds of popcorn knowing you had somewhere for it to
go…and then the deal fell through. That’s what happened to the Baldwin family
of rural Inman during the fall of 2017.
“We thought we had it sold but the deal fell through,” Dwight Baldwin says.
“Suddenly we had enough popcorn to last us until we die.”
Many would consider this scenario a nightmare, but the Baldwin family banded
together and today you’ll find Papa Baldy’s Poppin’ Snacks in more than 25
Kansas stores– including tires stores and lumberyards.
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The beginning

The idea to grow popcorn started with
Dwight as he enjoyed a freshly popped
bowl of popcorn. Soon, he had his wife
Cindy, son Adam, daughter-in-law Kim
and small grandchildren, Banks and
Isannah, agreeing with the plan, and
together they planted five acres of
popcorn. Yes, they all helped; that’s
what family farms do.
“Most popcorn is grown in a band including Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois,” Cindy
says. “It’s grown under contract to popcorn companies so the farmer knows they
have it sold before they grow it.”
Although there are four different types of corn – field, flint, sweet and popcorn –
there is only one kind that pops.
What makes this kernel so different? It consists of a hull that surrounds a
gel-like starch. Inside of that is a tiny drop of water. The water explodes at
347 degrees and the gel forms the popcorn as it cools.
The harvest produced 300 bushels and after it was cleaned, the net result was
200 bags of popcorn weighing 50 pounds each.

Moving forward

Kansas’s farmers typically grow commodities such as wheat, soy and corn. At
harvest, they haul it to a grain elevator and either sell it immediately or wait for
prices to improve. A phone call is all it takes to sell a crop.
After the original deal fell through, the family moved on to find a processor to
separate the kernels into size and color.
“I found a mill in Belleville,” Dwight says. “A screen allows the bigger
kernels to remain and continue on a conveyor belt past a color separator.
The machine looks at each kernel and, if the color is wrong, blows the
unwanted kernel off with a puff of air.”
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According to Popcorn.Org, Americans consume 13.2 billion quarts of popcorn
each year, which averages 42 quarts of popcorn per person. Popcorn is considered a healthy snack.
“The nice thing about this crop is that we are compensated for quality,” Adam
says. “On our regular field corn, we grow #1 quality but get paid for #2; that’s the
way the system works. However, with popcorn, we are rewarded for what we do.”

Building the brand

The Baldwins began developing the brand of the product and searching for markets. They came up with various names but couldn’t agree on one, so they took
their choices to social media.
“I designed various logos then we put it out for a vote on a private Facebook
page for farm wives that Cindy and I belong to,” Kim says. “The rug rats call
Dwight Papa and Adam was nicknamed Baldy in college, so Papa Baldy’s was
one suggestion. The name and the logo that won was by far the most popular,
but wasn’t my first choice; my favorite design didn’t even make the cut.”
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“Although Papa Baldy’s was not our first choice, it was the right
choice,” Cindy says.
Next came the challenge of finding customers.
“We gave it to people to try and they liked it and wanted to buy more,” Dwight
says. “I’m not a salesman, but we sold our cattle and I shifted from cattle chores
to selling popcorn. I enjoy meeting people and it feels really good to have a good
looking product that we created and people like the taste of.”
“Everyone has a Papa,” Kim says. “People are attracted to the brand because
it is a product grown by a local family that plants it, harvests it, then packages it.
You really can know your food and your farmer.”
“What I like best is the popping sound
it makes,” Banks, the five-year-old
grandson says. “I like helping plant
it and watching it grow.”
Family farms make up 97.1 percent of farms in
America and the Baldwins are representative
of the creative entrepreneurs who must adjust
to an ever-changing market to stay in business.
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Although the term sustainable is often used in connection with farming, increasingly, the term resilience describes farmers who must bounce back from difficulties due to weather, falling prices for grain and
rising production costs that threaten their livelihood.
Interestingly, when each adult member of this family was in college, none wanted
to do what they currently do. Dwight’s father, a farmer, told him not to be a farmer. Cindy, who grew up on a farm, didn’t want to marry a farmer. Adam, their son,
didn’t want to be a farmer. Kim, now a teacher, vowed she’d never be a teacher.
However, for those raised with their hands in the dirt and a tractor as their office,
the allure of growing something from a tiny seed to a mature crop is an irresistible music score that compels them to dance and a song they can’t help but sing.
And, when no one is watching, they might even hop along with the popping.
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WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN
KANSAS FARM BUREAU
Even if you aren’t a farmer

I grew up to be the kind of adult I made fun of when I was a kid: a city-slicker.
I grew up in the country and learned my work ethic as a kid working for local
farmers and ranchers. In the summer, I’d fry like an egg on a John Deere 2050
plowing a Kansas field or sweat every drop of water out of my body bucking hay
bales into dilapidated barns. During the school year, I’d get up at 5a.m. and milk
cows at the local dairy then chop holes in the ice-covered pond with an ax.
I made fun of people who lived in the city; also known as city-slickers. A cityslicker was anyone who lived inside the city limits of a town any size, whether in
New York City or Smallville.
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But for the last three decades, I’ve become a city-slicker. Granted, I live in rural
Kansas and am surrounded by pastures and cropland so I’m not too far away
from a farm but I haven’t planted wheat or milked a cow in years. I’m sure the
cows are grateful.
However, the more I’ve been engaged in the fight against hunger, the more I
realize the importance of farmers and ranchers. Experts say that agricultural
production has to increase by 75 percent in the next 35 years in order to feed
the estimated 9 billion people by the year 2050. In the next 35 years, we have
to produce more food than in the entire history of mankind.
A good friend of mine, Steve Baccus, is a retired president of Kansas Farm
Bureau (KFB). Steve made a comment about me being a member of KFB
(like he assumed I had been forever). I stammered, then admitted I never
joined. Steve was very polite and encouraged me to join. Then he threatened
to drag me behind a JD 2050 in the hot sun and make me buck hay bales
in the 110 degree Kansas heat.
Joking aside, I was disappointed I hadn’t thought of that earlier. When I speak
about hunger, I often spend a great deal of time talking about the importance of
agricultural development and the farm bill. Therefore, it was a no-brainer to me to
become a Kansas Farm Bureau member.
Life goes full circle because I’m now working for a farmer again. Floyd Hammer
is the founder of Outreach, Inc. and refers to himself as just a farmer from Iowa.
It is true, he has a lovely farm in the middle of some of the richest soil on earth,
but Floyd saying he is just a farmer from Iowa is like Peyton Manning saying he
plays a little football on Sunday afternoons. Floyd also started the first plastics
recycling plant in the U.S.A. and is an entrepreneur at heart.
Floyd and his wife, Kathy, founded the Outreach, Inc. in their retirement and have
grown it into an amazing international nonprofit that feeds hundreds of thousands
of hungry people. A couple of years ago, Outreach acquired an 8,000 acre farm
in Tanzania, East Africa.
I’m now working on a farm again. No, I’m not bouncing on a tractor in the hot
sun; most of the work I do is with words and numbers writing business plans,
proposals, and etc. I get the privilege of watching a vision unfold that is so
grand in scale it staggers the imagination; starting from scratch with 8,000
acres of African soil and creating an holistic agricultural system. You can
read more about Shallom Farm.
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I’m now a member of the Kansas Farm Bureau.
After Steve’s comment (he really didn’t threaten me, but if I didn’t join, he might
have), it made perfect sense for me to become a KFB member. And here are my
reasons why:

1. AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IS THE
KEY TO ENDING HUNGER.

If we have to increase agriculture production by 75 percent in the next 35 years,
then we need to support farmers in every way imaginable.

2. FARMERS GROW WHAT WE EAT.

That seems like a no-brainer, but there is a surprising lack of knowledge about
where our food comes from. A friend of mine who is a teacher told a class that
spaghetti grew in a field and every once in a while a spaghetti farmer would cut
it down. Half of the class believed her. USDA has a great program called Know
Your Farmer, Know Your Food.

3. THE FARM BILL IS THE SINGLE
LARGEST MECHANISM IN THE U.S.
THAT HELPS FEED THE HUNGRY.

Did you know 80 percent of the farm bill is about food and nutrition programs? I
used to think the farm bill only concerned farmers, but then I discovered the farm
bill is the number one tool that our government uses to fight hunger.

4. FARMERS ARE FACING INCREASED
REGULATION BY THE GOVERNMENT
AND NEED OUR SUPPORT.

President Ronald Regan was quoted as saying, “The 9 most dangerous words
in the English language are: I’m from the government and I’m here to help.” Like
most small businesses, increasing regulation and taxation make it difficult to be
a farmer. While the government touts small businesses as key to our economic
future, they make it harder for small businesses to succeed.
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5. FARMERS ARE THE MOST
COURAGEOUS PEOPLE I KNOW.

When you consider all the risks involved in farming, it’s a wonder any of them
sleep at night. For them to make any money, they make huge cash infusions up
front on fuel, seeds, labor and fertilizer, then wait for Mother Nature to take her
own-sweet-little-cherry-pickin’-time to grow the crop. Along the way, a variety of
things from pests to storms can obliterate a crop in a matter of hours or minutes.
It takes a lot of courage to be a farmer.
One of the most inspirational times in my recent history was attending the FFA
convention in Louisville where I wrote, Meet 56,000 of my New Heroes. FFA (at
one time stood for Future Farmers of America, but now it’s just FFA) has nearly
600,000 young people who are members. It is encouraging to know so many
bright young minds care about the future of agriculture. And not all of them live
in the country; urban agriculture is increasing in size and impact.No one pays
greater homage to the American Farmer than Paul Harvey in his essay, So God
Made A Farmer.
I’m proof you don’t have to live on a farm to support farmers. Join a local farm
group in your state like the Kansas Farm Bureau; they are part of the American
Farm Bureau Federation which has Farm Bureaus in every state in the nation.
Before you take that next bite of food, say a little prayer and thank a farmer.
Because somewhere, some farmer/rancher got out of bed this morning at 5 AM
and will work until sundown to grow the food you eat. If you know a farmer, thank
him or her for what they do (did you know the majority of farmers in the world are
women?). If you don’t know a farmer, find one. They’re easy to spot; they are the
people working harder than everyone else.
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A KANSAS WINE
(AND LOVE) STORY

Some people fall in love over a bottle of wine; David and Danielle (Dani)
Tegtmeier fell in love over a winery.
David is a seventh-generation farmer near
Bern and, while in high school, developed an
interest in specialty crops. Although other family
members were skeptical about a vineyard, he
planted his first grapevine.
“I knew when I was 15 years old that I wanted
to be a vintner,” David says. “I love the science
of the soil and plants as well as the chemistry
of winemaking. It was the combination of the
science and art of winemaking that drew me
in. Wine is created by Mother Nature but
crafted by the artist.”
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David met Dani in 2007 while they were both freshmen at Kansas State
University where she was pursuing a degree in elementary education. As their
romance took root, he shared his passion for a vineyard. She said yes to his
proposal and caught his same vision and passion.
“When we decided to marry, I switched my major to marketing because
we wanted our own winery,” Dani says. “It’s a great combination as we work
together now because when we’re in the vineyard, it’s David’s call. But when
it comes to sales and marketing, it’s my call. That compartmentalization helps
us work well together.”
They understood their dream, like a fine wine, needed time, patience and
planning. While Dani finished her last two years at KSU, David went to Fresno
State in Calif. for his last two years to study enology (the chemistry of wine
making) and viticulture (the science of growing grapes).
After they married, they worked in the vineyards of California then on
to Yakima, Wash., and eventually to a hard cider plant in Colorado that
David managed. While in Colorado, they heard about property for sale
on Wildcat Road, west of Manhattan.
“It all starts with the soil,” David says. “I studied in Bordeaux (France) in
2008 and discovered the similarities between the soil and topography
there compared to Manhattan.”
Thus began their frequent commutes from Colorado to Kansas and the
development of their business plan.
“In 2014, we sold our house and left our stable jobs in Colorado to move back
to Kansas,” Dani says. “We lived in a camper surrounded by 157 acres of cedar
trees and the vision of what they would soon come to be. We parked our humble
tin can at the bottom of the drive by the oak tree. Liquid Art’s story began when
all we had was each other and our dream.”
“I once heard a vintner say, ‘wine is liquid art crafted by a vintner’s hand.’ I liked
that phrase and knew for a long time I wanted to name our winery the Liquid Art
Winery,” David says.
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Although the soil and topography was ideal, the land required much
preparation. First, more than 100 acres of cedar trees had to be cleared,
then David worked the land in multiple directions to clear out the roots.
They set aside 10 acres for the vineyard and trenched more than five
miles for an underground watering system.
Next, they hand-drove more than 1,000 wood posts and 2,500 metal posts into
the rocky soil. On top of those posts they strung 10 miles of drip irrigation.
Finally, they were ready to plant 7,000 grapevines so they hosted a Planting
Party and more than 100 volunteers arrived, ready to work.
Construction of the buildings on their property began in 2015 and now consist of
a full production winery, a tasting room and an event center that accommodates
up to 375 people.
From the time a grape vine is
planted, it takes three-to-four
years before the first crop is
ready for harvest. To increase
their commercial production,
they are now growing grapes
in contract with other Kansas
farmers. As of this writing,
they have a total of 92 acres of
grapes in production, the largest
of its size in Kansas.
“There is no way you can pick all
of those grapes by hand,” David
says. “Our plan included the
purchase of machinery able to harvest several acres in a short period of time.”
While they waited on their grapevines to mature, they processed grapes from
David’s original vineyard he began when he was 16 and also purchased grapes
from local vineyards.
In addition, they began making hard cider as they discovered their younger
clientele prefers hard cider over wine.
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Hard cider is made from various fruits as is evidenced by the titles of the new
Dave and Dani Craft Cider line. Apple, apple pie, cranberry hopped and cherry
limeade are a few of their most popular flavors.
“Cider was the most consumed alcohol in America prior to Prohibition,” Dani
says. “During Prohibition, vineyards and orchards died away and when
Prohibition was lifted, beer and whiskey taken hold in America. Vineyards
and orchards were taken out and replaced with row crops.”
The Tegtmeiers are reflective of this generation of young farmers
and ranchers who make a life with the land. They all share the same
characteristics and values.
They love the soil. While you and I might scoop up a handful of dirt, a farmer
looks at that same scoop with the eyes of a scientist. Dirt to us is a living
organism to a farmer. Dave and Dani moved back to Kansas because the rocky,
clay soil is ideal for the grape vines and the rolling hillsides sweep the cold air to
the valley floor in the winter.
They work hard. When you gaze upon the Liquid Art Winery, imagine what it
looked like only five years ago; acres upon acres of cedar trees so thick you
couldn’t walk through them. Now the vineyards and buildings grace the hills with
simple elegance and stunning beauty.
They are entrepreneurs. If you strike up a conversation with Dave,
Dani or anyone who makes their life in the soil, you quickly understand
they are business people.
They are creative. Dave and Dani were once contacted by a farmer with an
excess crop of watermelons he couldn’t’ find a market for. They turned 500
watermelons into 1,500 bottles of wine and sold out immediately. This year, they
will turn 15,000 watermelons into 75,000 bottles of wine and will host their annual
Watermelon Crawl in September
They understand the power of community. This young couple engaged 100
local volunteers to plant 7,000 grapevines, showcasing how the agricultural
community is the best-connected community in our world.
They are passionate about sustainability. David came from seven generations
– that’s 175 years – of the same family making a living in the soil. Each decision
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they make is based on keeping it in the family for the next seven generations
and more. No one is more concerned about sustainability than the American
farmer and rancher.
They take great risks. Farming and ranching is not for the faint of heart. Their
success depends on their intimate knowledge of soil and plants, yet they are
subject to global market influences beyond their control. They live with the
inexhaustible hope that each crop they plant will be harvested although a
Kansas thunderstorm can instantly wipe them out.

Dave and Dani are building a life by sinking their roots deep in the soil. They rely
on the wisdom of their farming heritage, embrace the complexities of modern
science and combine their talents to create a work of liquid art.
Soon, another little Tegtmeier will join Dave and Dani as they welcome
their first child in July.
And their romance in the vineyard continues to enrich our world.
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July 16, 2018

10 TIPS TO TEACH
GRANDKIDS WHERE
FOOD COMES FROM

Are you looking for fun, educational and outdoorsy ways to spend time with your
grandkids? Although you might have grown up on or around a farm and have
your own garden, there are a surprising number of children who don’t know
where their food comes from.
Below are ten tips grandparents can use to show their grands just how their food
is grown.
1. Take them on a farm tour – There are many farms and ranches within driving
distance that are happy to have you stop in for a visit. If you don’t know of
any, contact your local Farm Bureau County Coordinator. You can find that
information here: http://www.kfb.org/contact
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2. Take them to the county and/or state fair – County fairs are exciting 		
opportunities to engage your grandchildren in fun and educational forays into
agriculture. You can make it more enjoyable by doing a little pre-work with
them by coming up with a list of questions in a scavenger hunt format.
For example:
• What’s the biggest animal there?
• What’s the smallest animal?
• How many kinds of animals can we find?
• What was your favorite 4-H project?
• Woodworking?
• Sewing?
• Photography?
3. Sign them up in 4-H – Young parents are busy and often don’t have time for
yet another evening activity with their kids. Step in and help them out and take
your grandchild to 4-H. There are all kinds of projects and leadership training
that will interest your grandchild and you can help them with it.
4. Encourage them to join FFA if it’s available in their school.
5. Take them to a farmers market and see if they know what the different
items are or have them try something new. It’s a good time to talk about
how much food is wasted because people won’t buy imperfect produce
in the grocery store. Talk to them, or even engage them, in the idea of
gleaning, such as After the Harvest.
6. Buy them books – Kansas Farm Bureau has excellent resources for
you to help your grandkids learn.
7. Visit a county extension office and agent – Kansas State University is a LandGrant college, which began with President Lincoln’s idea to have a college in
each state that was dedicated to agriculture. KSU makes all of their wonderful
research and knowledge available to the public through County Extension
offices and agents. These people are a wealth of knowledge and love sharing
their information with you – that’s why they are there.
8. Start a garden – Kids love playing in dirt and a garden gives you an
opportunity to teach a variety of life lessons interwoven with the joy
of watching a seed bear fruit.
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9. Talk to a local butcher – This is a great opportunity to teach your
grandchildren about the importance of meat and nutrition in our diets.
Talk to your local grocery store butcher, or better yet, take them to a
local meat processor near you.
10.Talk to a Farm Bureau County Coordinator – each county has a County
Coordinator who is an excellent resource for information and connecting you
to the farming and ranching community. They love to talk to people, especially
kids through their Ag in the Classroom series, about how food is grown.
As a grandparent, we just assume our grandkids know how their food is grown.
However, a recent survey found that 16 million people in America believe
chocolate milk comes from brown cows. Children are more and more removed
from the land and you have an excellent opportunity to do something fun,
educational and outdoorsy with your grandkids.
To save the best for last, I’ll make this final suggestion: Gift them with
a Kansas Farm Bureau Membership!
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August 6, 2018

MAKING THE RIGHT
FOOD CHOICES

If you’re looking for someone to trust about your food choices, look no further.
If you’re confused by labeling and frightened by what you hear about GMOs,
hormones and antibiotics, we have some people you should visit with.
“If I’m standing in the produce section and have a question, the first person I ask
is a mom, especially a farm mom,” says Jancey Hall of Manhattan. “Farm moms
are like all moms – they want what’s best for their kids and are buying their food
at the same grocery store I am.”
CommonGround Kansas is a group of farm moms dedicated to providing
truthful answers to people concerned about the food they purchase. As part
of a national movement, their goal is to connect farm moms with consumers.
Their core principles are:
1. Fearless food choices
2. Shared values
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“We brought in a few women with no ties
to farming and asked them questions,”
says Katie Stockstill Sawyer, a farm mom
from McPherson. “We wanted to know
what they were thinking about their food
choices. They were brutally honest about
how overwhelming it is to buy food; it’s
like wandering through a big, confusing
maze. They were relieved to talk with
farm moms who actually grow the food.
We weren’t trying to change their mind;
we just wanted them to make decisions
based on facts, not fear.”

Things change

In the early history of America, people were more connected to farmers because
the lack of transportation meant they purchased their produce, meat and milk
from local farmers. Now, however, some estimate that an average calorie travels
1,500 miles from farm to plate, putting a question mark to who grew the food we
purchase.
“The average person is three to five
generations removed from a farm,”
says LaVell Winsor, a farm mom near
Grantville. “People drive by our farms
but don’t know what we do. Therefore, we are intentional with outreach
to meet people where they are. Women like our Yoga on the Farm events
where they can be outside, see the
cattle grazing in the distance, sample
ag-related snacks and meet those of us who grow it. We put a face to their food.
“We’re inclusive of all kinds of agricultural production. We know the questions
come from a place of serious concern and confusing messages. People just
want to know the truth.”
Even our government is concerned about people not knowing where their food
comes from, so the USDA launched the Know Your Food, Know Your Farmer
initiative to help connect consumers to farmers.
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Historically, farm families quietly go about the hard work of farming. They
start chores before sunrise and often work beyond the last light of day.
However, while they quietly went about their business, they discovered
corporations and groups were launching fear-based campaigns with
untruths against their way of farming.
“We are hard-working Americans doing the best we can to provide safe
food for the world,” Sawyer says. “We want to be a beacon of truthfulness
and say, ‘here’s what I know, if I can’t help you, I can connect you with
someone who can.’”

Perspective is key

CommonGround volunteers create unique ways to meet consumers, such as
Yoga on the Farm or setting up their Not a Latte stand at a football game.
“We like to put things in perspective
with our stand,” says Kim Baldwin, who
farms near Inman. “We use a latte cup
to explain that one cup of pesticide is all
we use on one acre of land, which is the
size of a football field; most of what we
spray is water.”
Another creative technique is the Ask a Farmer interaction in some grocery
stores. If you push a large button, a real and friendly farm mom walks up to answer your questions.
“We also like to host mommy bloggers and food bloggers on our farms,” Sawyer
says. “Once people come into our world, the barriers break down and the questions start. We also do this as part of our everyday life. Sometimes people don’t
ask direct questions but are kind of wondering aloud. We can interject information and truth into our peer groups.”
Although you frequently hear attacks on the corporate farm in America, the
fact is family farms, like the ones the moms of CommonGround come from,
make up 97.1 percent of farms in America. Moreover, less than two percent of
our population is feeding us.
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Facts, not fear

Amidst the confusing messages of fear-laced marketing, contradictory reports
and fake news, the average consumer is looking for someone to trust. Research
by the Center for Food Integrity indicates a high level of public trust for farmers.
“Farmers didn’t know they needed to speak up, but now they need to,” Hall says.
“When they speak, its not with a goal of I’m right and you’re wrong, they just want
you to base your decisions on facts, not fear. We focus on ways we are similar,
not the ways we are different. There is just something about a farm mom that
makes you trust them.”
For me, I’ll trust the farm mom every time. If she says it’s healthy for her family,
then it’s healthy for mine.
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September 14, 2018

SOIL HEALTH
AND OUR FOOD

Are you curious about where your food comes from? Do you enjoy learning
about the origins of what you eat and feed your family? If so, then a good place
to start is at the base: soil. Justin Knopf, a farmer who lives near Gypsum tells us
how important soil is to the food we all eat.
“It all starts with the soil,” Knopf says as he picks up a handful. “Most farmers
care deeply about the soil. For us, it’s not only stewardship of our land, but
also stewardship of our lifestyle.”
Asking a farmer about soil is like asking a newlywed about their honeymoon.
Their eyes light up. Farmers become animated explaining the fascinating world
that lives below our feet. While you and I might see soil, they see a living,
breathing community of organisms from which they draw their life and livelihood.
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Knopf, a fifth-generation farmer, carries on the family tradition of utilizing
the latest scientific and technological advances to understand the
ecological system of their farms.
“Soil is alive,” says Knopf, who graduated with a degree in agronomy from
Kansas State University. “We are unable to identify more than 90 percent of
the organisms in the soil because we have no genetic code for them. This
underground system is incredibly complex.”

Learning from the Past

During the 1920s, a national focus supported by land speculators, government
agencies and financial institutions encouraged farmers in Kansas, Oklahoma
and Texas to turn hundreds of thousands of acres of prairie into farmland. The
soil was turned over with deep, moldboard plows, then worked and reworked to
provide a tilled surface suitable for planting wheat. Each implement that touched
it created a finer, looser soil.
This method exposed the soil to vulnerabilities such as water and soil running off
during torrential rains or massive dust storms that carried topsoil as far away as
Washington, D.C.
“My grandma lived during the Dust Bowl,” Knopf says. “She told stories
of how they soaked sheets in water, then hung them over the doors and
windows to keep the soil out. Farmers during that time didn’t have the
sophisticated science and technology we have; they did the best they
could with what they knew.”
Farmers like Knopf now focus their farming practices on regenerative agriculture
- the concept of using techniques such as no-till farming (not tilling up the soil)
and cover crops (keep on reading to learn more) to regenerate the soil and
prevent erosion. Rich, fertile soil provides increased yields as well as long-term
sustainability. However, the same fertile soil is also ideal for growing the farmer’s
biggest enemy: weeds.

Pigweed: The Farmer’s Nemesis

“Weeds are my nemesis and they are worse this year than any year in my past,”
Knopf says. “Pigweed, also known as Palmer amaranth, is the most difficult to
control. Biology will always adapt to our practices, and pigweed is becoming
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resistant to herbicides. One pigweed
can produce 500,000 to 700,000
seeds. Left unchecked, they will take
over a field and choke out my crops.”
One way to control the weeds is
through the application of herbicide
or tilling the ground. Another way
is by preventing the weed’s growth
by growing a canopy of other plants
called cover crops.

Cover Crops

Knopf is a part of Grounded Growth, a group that connects farmers and
businesses to focus on regenerative agriculture, of which cover crops play a
significant role.
“Companies are listening to farmers and consumers about how food is grown
and are interested in regenerative agriculture,” Knopf says. “I received a grant
from them to experiment in one field with a smorgasbord of millet, turnips, flax,
sunflower and radishes that will choke out the pigweed.
“Basically, by growing cover crops we are creating a biological
competition against the weeds.”
In addition to the biological competition created by the cover crops, they return
carbon to the soil and other organic benefits. Radishes, for example, expand
underground and create tunnels for rainwater to soak in deeper.

No-Till Farming

After a crop is harvested, a farmer has to decide what to do with the remaining
plant matter they call residue. Some choose to burn the residue off or till it
back into the soil with an implement such as a moldboard plow. Others, like
Knopf, choose a no-till method and leave the residue as it is. Farmers go over
the residue with an implement using thin discs that slice through the residue
and soil then drops a seed in and covers it up. The residue forms a mulch-like
environment.
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The Knopf farm recently drew the
attention of Miriam Horn of the
Environmental Defense Fund in New
York City. She wanted to write a
book about the farming and ranching
practices intended to help the
environment.
“I told her no several times because
I’ve sadly seen examples of the
media falsely portraying farmers as people destroying the environment to
maximize profits with no regard to the future,” Knopf says. “But I finally realized
if she was going to be sincere, then shame on me for not taking the opportunity
to tell our story. I’m so glad I chose to participate. Miriam is an incredibly gifted
writer and I am very pleased how the project turned out.”
Initially intended to just be a book, Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman – Conservation
Heroes of the American Heartland, was turned it into a documentary by the
Discovery Channel.
Farmers like Justin Knopf are the norm rather than the exception. There is no
group that cares about sustainability more than the American farmer. Many
are like Knopf –those in a long line of generational farming who feel it’s their
responsibility to ensure that the 10th and 20th generations of their family farm
find it in better condition than generations before them left it.
The next time you walk through your grocery store trying to sort out the
confusing messages about where your food comes from, consider learning
about the place where your food takes root – the soil. And there is no better way
to learn it than from a farmer. Find one and ask them to tell you about soil.
Don’t be surprised when their eyes light up and they grow more animated; they
have a way of making you as fascinated by soil as they are.
“If we leave the residue, it becomes a stable habitat for a variety of biological
organisms that are good for the soil,” Knopf says.
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KFB ANNUAL
MEETING SPEECH
KEYNOTE ADDRESS 2018
When I was asked to speak today, my first thought was, “What? I’m not a farmer.
I don’t know anything about farming and ranching?”
Although I don’t know anything about farming and ranching, I have learned
a few things about farmers and ranchers as I’ve spent the last three years
writing your stories.
My writing about you began after a friend of mine invited me to an FFA
convention in Louisville. I knew very little about FFA but 65,000 bright, brilliant,
beautiful blue-jacketed young people blew me away. I think we should just go
ahead and turn the world over to them now. Wow!
While there, I kept hearing this phrase, “We need to tell our stories better.”
It was on my way home from that trip the idea came that maybe I could write a
story or two about Kansas’s farmers as an outsider looking in. The more I write
about you, the more I fall in love with you and your families.
I’ve sipped coffee at your dining room table, walked through your barnyards
and bounced down your graveled roads. And what I’ve learned has both
astonished and inspired me. There is no group of people I admire more
in this world than you.
One of my life’s goals is to be your biggest cheerleader. While I might not
use Pom Poms and I won’t even try a cartwheel because I’d end up both in
the hospital and on Youtube, I will, however, grab any megaphone I can to
cheer you on. And gauging from the comments people make to me about your
stories, I know I speak on behalf of the all-too-often silent majority of your fellow
Americans who admire you as well.
My purpose today is not to impress you with my speech but that you wake up
tomorrow morning with a clearer understanding of why you are so important to
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our world and with renewed courage to fight the battles you face with a purpose
that brightens the darkest hours. I’m here to point out the magnificent things you
already do, and are, and you probably don’t even know it.
I didn’t really understand how important you were until I came face to face with
global hunger in 2001. I met a starving little girl in Nicaragua who crawled up in
my arms and asked me to feed her. In that moment I made a vow that I would
spend the rest of my life doing what I could to feed the hungry and those travels
have taken me the farthest reaches of the earth.
I’ve traveled under the protection of the Columbian military as we delivered food
to starving people in the jungle but had to stop because the FARC rebels were
ambushing relief efforts.
I’ve been in the world’s largest refugee camp in Dedaab, Kenya, 20 miles from
the Somalia border as 1,500 people a day were fleeing the terror of El Shebab.
Most were women and children because their husbands and sons had been
killed or abducted along the way.
I’ve delivered life-saving food to farmers in the remote mountains of Central
America where their crops had been wiped out by floods.
I’ve looked into the haunting eyes of hungry children in Kibera, Kenya,
the largest slum in the world where millions of people cram into rusted
tin sheds and lean-tos.
I’ve had gang leaders escort me safely through the serpentine paths of
the tent camps of Haiti as I met the women who make, eat, and sell cakes
made out of mud.
However, the most impactful moment came in the Andes of South America
where we had sent a million meals to farmers whose crops were wiped out
with rains and landslides. We went to follow up on the delivery and as we
tumbled out of the mountains into the ancient Spanish city of Pacora, the
townspeople were waiting to give us a parade. As I walked down the
cobblestone streets to the celebration waiting for us, the mayor said to
me, “When the rains came, the people whom the hills own lost their land,
their crops and their livestock. We love them as neighbors and as friends,
but we also know that if they starve, we starve.”
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In all my travels in feeding the hungry, I have learned this simple, but powerful
lesson: When there is no food, food is the number one obsession. In Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs, food is number one.
We can’t live without you. If our grocery stores were emptied today, you’d better
believe that tomorrow morning every person in America would be talking about
food and the Farm Bill would be passed immediately. And people in suburbia
would soon be knocking on your door or tearing down your fences for your grain.
I’ve seen food riots; they’re scary.
Every country I’ve visited and every hunger conference I’ve ever attended, there
is an overwhelming respect and understanding of the need to support farmers.
Here are some fantastic things about you I want you to know that
you might not know.
Kansas has a global reputation for providing hunger relief
In the hunger space - that intersection of corporations, governments, nonprofits
and civic groups trying to end hunger - there are two main areas of focus:
relief and development. Relief is giving a man a fish; development is teaching
a man to fish.
Did you know the most successful hunger relief program in the world came
from a group of Kansas’s farmers? In the Dedaab Refugee camp I mentioned
earlier, there were sacks of grain with the USAID stamp that read: Food
For Peace: A gift of the American people. One of the men in our party,
Ambassador Tony Hall - a legendary figure in the hunger space - saw me
looking at the bag and said, “Did you know that started in Kansas and is
the best humanitarian program in the world?”
Sure enough, Food For Peace with USAID was started by the Cheyenne
County Farm Bureau in 1957 as farmers approached Congress to take the
excess grain and sent it to hungry people around the world. Food for Peace
is the most enduring and successful program in the world. And it was just
reauthorized under the Global Food Security Act with bi-partisan support in
Congress about a month ago.
Kansas has a global reputation for food security and agricultural
development
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I was at a conference in Africa and, when they discovered I was from Kansas,
their eyes lit up and they began talking to me about the world’s largest facility to
protect food security from bio-terrorism.
Sure enough, just a couple of miles north of us right now is the $2 billion dollar
food security facility, NBAF. We have a global reputation for food security.
Kansas also has a global reputation for innovation with food security and
hunger with both NBAF and Kansas State University Innovation Labs. KSU
has won more than 100 million dollars in USAID Feed the Future Innovation
Lab’s to find solutions to agriculture. Only one other college was won more
Innovation Lab awards.
Robert Malthus said that one day the world population and world food production
would peak. That year is 2050 and you all are being called upon to increase ag
production by 75% in the next 35 years.
As I have come to know you’re stories, even my stereotypes of farmers and
ranchers has been shattered because you all might be dressed in blue jeans,
flannel shirts and have a little of bit of the barnyard on your boots, but you are
scientists, CEOs, entrepreneurs, inventors, mathematicians, financial geniuses,
real estate experts, policy wonks, mechanics, technology geeks, carpenters,
conservationists and community leaders.
I doubt you will find any other profession with individuals that possess as many
skill sets as each of you personally have. You call it, “wearing different hats,” or
“Jack or Jill of all trades”, but I refer to you as “experts in multiple disciplines.”
You’re not just good at one thing; you’re great at a million things.
Above all, you understand that God made you like Him so, therefore, you are
creative and it is that creativity that fuels capitalism. It is also that creativity that
spurs innovation that will solve the challenge of feeding 9 billion people by 2050.
The way we end hunger is by job creation and economic development.

You are the tapestry that weaves our communities together
I was in a prison in Ohio packaging meals with inmates (no, I wasn’t one!) and
a local journalist from Columbus was interviewing me. When she finished, she
said, “I’m so excited about the story I’m working on tomorrow; it’s one of the best
ones I’ve done in 40 years. I’m meeting a bunch of farmers and ranchers along
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I-70 on the western border of Ohio who are taking like 50 trucks of supplies to
Kansas because of the wildfires.”
“I know exactly where that’s going and the people that have made that
connection!” I said.
Then she replied, “People in agricultural understand community better
than anyone else.”
All of my experiences in the hunger space have taught me one thing; we can
only solve hunger in the context of community.
And you understand community better than anyone else.
Your courage is exemplary
I know of no other industry, which has as many friends turn adversaries as you.
Take Mother Nature for example. She sometimes gives you a gentle rain make
your crops grow then unleashes a raging river that washes your topsoil in the
creek. Or she puts her nose in the air and dries up for months or years at a time.
It’s like she can’t stop tormenting you. One day it’s 70 degrees and the
next day they shut down I-70 for a blizzard. Bad weather for most of us
is an inconvenience or even a day to skip work; bad weather for you can
be spell financial ruin.
Or how about bugs? Some insects, like bees, are your friends and help your
crops grow. I made the mistake of Googling “images of insects that are harmful
to crops.” Yikes! The photos of various six-legged creeps made me feel like I was
scrolling through the mug shots of every known criminal to the FBI.
And what about plants? You make a living growing plants of various kinds. But
some of those plants, like pigweed, are like the devil himself going into your
church to make converts. I had no idea how much pigweed is your enemy.
Then there’s the government. On one hand, their policies can help you, then,
on the other hand, their regulations can destroy you. And I have to hand it to you;
those little rubber duckies were brilliant. Every pencil pusher in DC that wouldn’t
know the difference between bull and a steer was made to look like south end of
a northbound mule.
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And then they are your Goliaths; the corporations and anti-farm activists
who play upon the fears of the American people and either outright lie
about you or make inferences that are just not true like the ketchup
commercial that pans over a field of tomatoes making claims that
their ketchup is non GMO. That’s just wrong.
And I’m not even going to get started on the 16 million Americans that believe
chocolate milk comes from brown cows. I recently started something fun with
my grandkids we call the McNary Cousins Farm and Ranch Tour because they
are city kids and I want them to know where their food comes from. One of the
8-year-old boys noticed that Farm and Ranch Tour also spells FART, so now
we have the annual Fart Tour.
I do not have the courage to be a farmer. Each day, you take risks the rest of us
wouldn’t dare to take and you act like there’s nothing to it.
You are 3 percent of our population feeding 100 percent of our population. You
are the people whom our land owns.
Without you, we starve.
If you get discouraged, please call me. If I can’t perk you up over the phone or
with an email, I’ll come to your farm and remind you how wonderful you are and,
if you need me to hand you stones while you go after Goliath, I’ll be there for you.
Just don’t expect me to bring Pom Poms or do a cartwheel. Some things just
can’t be unseen.
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